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For more than 50 yeals research into lee waves has been
one of the most interesting chapters of gliding meteorol-
ogy. Initially important knowledge was obtained from
reports ofrcsearch flithts over the Riesen Cebirge and the
Alps as well as th€ famous Siera Wave Project. From
the most important theorctical studies, in the tust place
by Scorer, it was known how the profile of the Scorer
parametert tempemture and wind speedbeingthe inPut
pammeters/ had to look qualitatively so that the waves
r /ould form. ln a second phase thes€ rcsults were fudher
developedinto methods for forccastint waves. With sim-
plifyint assumptions with respect to the orogaphy and
the vertical prcfiles oI t€mperature and wind, the wave
equations were solved and nomogiams calculated ofJer-
int a relatively simple possibility of forecasting wave
lengths and vertical wind speeds. The simplificahon in
the model orography was rather massive as the calculations
were based on rcctangular or sinecurved mountains.

In practice, however, the application ofth€semethods
was too time-consumint. The results obtained were
also only partly satisfactory as the simplifications neces-
sary to obtain simple nomogiams or formulae often do
not co espond with nature. Especially over ihe Alps the
applicatjon of these methods proved to be a particular
problem because of the complex topography. Cons€-
quently, th€ lee wave forecast has been stagnant for
decades, and in practice it was mostly based on plausi-
bility considerations iaking into account the synoptic situ-
ation and the measured or forecast vertical profile of
the horizontal wind components.

The normal operational numerical forecast models also
did not offer a suitable possibility of forecastint waves as
the equation of the 3rd Broup ofmotions is reduced by the
hydrostatic approximation, and the horizontal resolution
of these models with a typical mesh width of 15 to 50 kilo-
meterr doesnot reproduce the aciual topogaphy precisely
enouSh.

The new non-hydrostatic forecasi models such as the
MM5 of the U.S. National WeatherService or the so-called
"Lokale Model" (LM) of the Deutscher Weiterdienst
(DWD) now offer the possibility of carryingout numeri-
cal experiments on the forecast ofiee waves also overcom-
plex terrain, as these models not only describe the physi-
cal processesbut even coverthe suitable topography with
a high resolution.

With an experimental version of the LM operaied with
a resolution of 2.5 kilomete$, several cases ofnorth foehn
cituation\ have been calculdted for the Alpine 

'egion.The followint example shows a forecast for March 1Z
1998, 15:00 UTC. ln a typical north foehn situation with
cunent speeds of25 kt in FL 100 and of 30 kt in FL 180 in
the lee of the Alps in the Valais, several stationary lee waves
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formed. At several spots the waves were marked by ro-
tols. The wave in the lee of the Monte Rosa generated a

beautiful Altocumulus Lentjcularjs wave cloud. FliSht
measurements were carded outwith a Duo Discus wiihin
6 waves, which were successfully climbed and measured.

The Table shows the vertical speed for a cross-section
extending frcm north to south across the western Alps
along the Les Diablerets - Aosta - Col di Lis line.

Air from the north is streaming towards the Alps. Di-
rcctly at the south flank of the Crand Combin 0ust right of
the center of the picture), a downdrautht arca reaching
up to a height of6000m is forccast, follolved in the lee by a
steep ascendingmotion rcachingup to a heiSht of8000m.
This wave in the Valpelline valley, which by the way was
not correctly shown by the model topography was also
climbed. The measured ntes of ascent of 3 to 5 m/s were
distinctly higher than the calculated vertical speeds with
a maximum of 3.2 m/s only. Directly over the Aosta val-
leyonly weakvertical movements are calculated, thenext
stront ascendint motion is found in ihe lee of the Grd.
Pamdiso (in the illustration th highest peak on the left of
the picture).

The ascending motions measured over the valley of the
Dora Baltea near Nus and in the lee of the Fallere as well
as thewaves of ihe MontBlanc, the Crd. St. Bernhard and
the Monte Rosa are correctly described in the numerical
simulation as far as their position is concerned, however,
thevertical speeds are underestimated in the modelby ca.
20-30%.

SUMMARY
The examples show very impressively the possibiliiies

offered by a high resolvinS non hydrcstatic model for fore-
castint lee waves. Even ifaft€r the first test calculaiions it
is too early to make definite statements on the quality of
theseforecasts, the results are asionishingly good in a com-
parison with the measured and calculated conditions.
Position, horizontal extension and vertical structure of
the ascending motions and downdraughts over the Alps
in areas with high mountains and deep valleys are cor-
rectly described. However in compa son to the measur€-
ments, the vertical speeds are too low This defi{iency r€'
sults Iaom the fact ihat the actual structure of the relief
cannot yet be corectly described even with a 2.5kilometer
grid. In reality, the mountains are still slithtly hither, th€
slopes and flanks of the mountains are steeper and the
valleys are deeper than in ih€ model. For numerical ex-
perim€nts this will not cause a problem, however for ihe
puryose of operation and routine forecasts we will hav€
to content ourselves for the time being with model ver-
sions with mesh widihs of 7 and in 2000 or 2001 of 2.5
kilometers, as even the fastest computers in operation are
too slow for higher resolutions.

From the beginnjng of 2000 the DWD will be making
numerical forecasts ofthe vertical wind speed ovei the Alps
availabl€ via the selfbriefint system pc_met. with ihe new
carto$aphic representahons and ihe selected aoss sections
across the Alps completely new possibiiiiies wi]l be opened
up for the planning and performance of lee wave fli8hts.
The foiecasts, howevet will be beneficial to the entire avia-
tion as the LM also offers new possibilities for a more ac-
curate forecast ofwindward and lee ef{ects and of moun'
tain wave induced turbulence.
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